Polygraph.info

Fact Check: As the Voice of America’s (VOA) first journalistic fact check launched in 2016, Polygraph.info has established itself as an authoritative voice in international coverage of false and misleading information.

• The website serves as a resource for verifying the increasing volume of disinformation and misinformation initiating in Russia and the being distributed and shared globally.

• A team of journalists at VOA research and analyze quotes, stories and reports distributed by government officials, government-sponsored media and other high-profile individuals. The reporters separate fact from fiction, add context and debunk false and misleading information. The site focuses on topics involving relations between Russia and the West, and also Russian influence in Africa, Asia and South America.

• Polygraph.info’s audiences have increased exponentially on the web and on Social media, attracting new readers and viewers throughout the nations of the former Soviet Union.

• Polygraph.info is produced in English and is a partner with Radio Free Europe’s Russian language fact check, Factograph.info, which was launched late in 2017.

IMPACT

• In FY 2018, the Polygraph.info website attracted 1.2 million page views.

• On social media, engagement multiplied – on Facebook 2.5 million viewed fact check videos.

• In 2018, Echo Moskvy launched a Polygraph.info page, quickly amassing more than 1 million page views in Russian.

• The Atlantic Council’s Disinfo Portal as well as Ukrainian sites Stopfake.org and the Kyiv Post all post Polygraph.info’s fact checks.
POLYGRAPH SAMPLE STORIES:

Are ‘Putin’s Billions’ a Myth?
May 14, 2019

A Russian state media columnist attacked efforts to determine President Vladimir Putin’s “mythical” wealth, claiming that Western intelligence agencies have been unable to dig up the dirt despite their access to offshore flows. We find an abundance of evidence that is already available publicly.

Source: Ria Novosti news agency, May 10, 2019

Nuclear Race Defines Russia’s Military Doctrine
March 18, 2019

“There is no first strike concept in the Russian [military] doctrine. There is a clear reference in our doctrine when and under which circumstances we can use our nuclear weapons: when there is an attack on the Russian Federation, when there is a threat for the existence of the Russian Federation as well as our allies.”

Source: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, March 11